
Researching historical print archives to 
integrate 'found' knowledge into post-digital 

printmaking workshops



This lecture will concern research into historical print archives/ins3tu3ons as well as other 
relevant archives.

I have for the past 25 years researched  old photomechanical processes were my main 
focus have been especially photogravure or heliogravure on copper. I have also researched 

photoetching & collotype

The photogravure process invented in the 19th century is a photomechanical process 
whereby a con3nuous tone image is etched into a copperplate & when printed produces 

the full range of greyscale from black to white.

The photogravure process is one of the most complex within the field of photomechanical 
processes/techniques within intaglio printmaking

For those of you who does not know what a photogravure looks like, here is a quick run 
through with some images of photogravures all these examples are etched on copper



Classical photogravure reproduc1ons on copper made by prin1ng houses for the public



Edward S. Curtis, Epic project The North American Indian , photogravure on copper



Alfred Steiglitz photogravures on copper used in among other Camera Works & Camera Notes



Paul Strand  the Mexican portfolio photogravures on copper



Edward Steichen, photogravures on copper



Robert Maphlethorpe,      Orchid B & W phootgravure Untitled #1 from the Ken Moody Portfolio 3 colur photogravure
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Masters of the Classics

Masters of the Classics, a project with 14, 4 color photogravures on copper, Jan Pettersson





The True Lasse, an installation with 60, 4-6 color photogravures on copper, Jan Pettersson





The types of Archives I have researched are, Museums, collections, 
libraries, human archives i.e. persons with knowledge, internet archives & 
archives that re-cycle history i.e. flea markets. Each of these archives play 
an important role in my research and the use of collected information or 
acquired objects as books, plates & prints. 

Why would you then consider researching these archives & what would 
come out of it & how could it be used in a contemporary context in 
teaching workshops.



Part I Already executed research in archives

The first visit started with the Print Department at MOMA New York in 1995

MOMA contains holdings of prints, illustrated books, and mulNples include more than 
60,000 works, comprising the world’s most extensive collecNon of modern and 

contemporary prints and illustrated books.



The Print Department 
at Modern Museum of 
Art New York 1995



Here time was spent researching Thomas Annans book of The Old Closes and Streets of Glasgow 
printed with photogravure 



& going through Edward S. Cur1s, Epic project The North American Indian



https://www.bnf.fr/en/richelieu-library-prints-and-photography-reading-room

Paris, Bibliotheque National in 2002 & 2021

Richelieu Library - Prints and Photography Reading Room

https://www.bnf.fr/en/richelieu-library-prints-and-photography-reading-room


The Department of Prints and Photography owns over 15 million iconographic documents of all 
types: drawings, - mostly architectural - prints, photographs, posters, labels, postcards, fabric 
samples, playing cards etc. When I visited 20 years ago & I had to spend 1 day selecting all the 
prints that I wanted, order them & come back the next day and go through the selection and 
make the choice of which prints I needed for the research as illustrations in the publication. Today 
you can research the data base beforehand & talk to a librarian online so that you can order what 
you would like to see or read.



Preus Photomuseum in Horten Norway 2003

The Preus Museum presents the breadth of 
photography and covers the artistic, cultural-
historical and technical aspects. The museum also 
has a specialist library of international standard. Here 
it was much easier to achieve good research as you 
could contact the librarian & ask for the prints that 
you wanted to see. I spent 3 days looking at their 
collection of Edward Curtis prints from the North 
American Indian, prints by Edward Steichen & issues 
of Camera work & Camera notes that Steiglitz
published, parts of the Mexican portfolio by Paul 
Strand, Craig Annan,  A # of these were selected as 
illustrations for my publication. Their library was of 
very high standard especially concerning technical 
literature on photography & photographic 
/photomechanical processes

Preus Library , Horten, Norway





Musee Goupil, Bordeaux, France , in 2002

The Goupil collecUon is unique in the world it 
contains the collecUons of the House of Goupil, a 
dynasty of art publishers and internaUonal gallery 
owners based in Paris who were acUve from 1827 
to 1920
The Goupil collecUons consist of 70,000 
photographs, 46,000 prints, 7200 matrices  
consisUng of engraved copperplates, lithographic 
stones, typogravure & chromotypogravure blocks 
(i.e. photo relief blocks), & glass negaUves and one 
thousand books and illustrated reviews. Here I 
found  some fantasUc colour photogravures done 
with a la poupée A # of these were selected as 
illustraUons for my publicaUon.





In conjunction with this a number of human archives were visited & interviews were 
executed with wellknown photogravurists as Jon Godman in Massachusets, Deli 
Sacilotto & Paul Taylor  in New York, Johan de Zoete in Amsterdam & Lasse Mellberg
in Sweden. 

The collected information from these visits & interviews together with already 
acquired & grounded knowledge was accumulated in my 1st publication 
Photogravure an Archaeological Research in 2007 & re- contextualized thoughts on 
the expanded field of print was put forward in the publication Printmaking in the 
Expanded field 2017





Example of findings at archives that re-cycle history i.e. flea markets
• Here is an example of a relief printing plate used in typography . The 

photographic emulsion is still on the surface.



Photogravures by Goupil & Cie & George Petite



1 set of rotogravure prints printed with blue ink from around 1907 



1 set of rotogravure prints printed in 4 color from around 1910 



Aquired knowledge is put into workshops, publica3ons and used in the educa3on of 
students focusing on Print at Department for Print at Oslo Na3onal Academy of the Arts. 

Here are some images from the photogravure club that I run at Department for Print



Working with the Photogravure club at Oslo Na1onal Academy of the Arts Department of Print
Mixing the Dichromat solu1on for sen1sizing the pigment paper



Exposing the sensitized pigmentpaper
in a vaccum frame



Removing backing paper a[er laydown, developing & drying the plate



Prepping
& 

etching plates



Cleaning plate after etch
then polishing, checking

& printing



Current research

Working title

The placement of the photogravure process and its historical/technical presence as a tool 
for contemporary mnemonic re-enactment of a process

"One can provide instructions on techniques and discussion of concept but if there is a diminished 
importance placed on the object or image one will not be able to fully understand why"



My goal is through, acquired knowledge, my previous research, in combination with other 
approaches, appropriated techniques, coded information, in collaboration with Master Printers 
and Technicians, by the accessibility of old/new books concerning the process and the current 

technology of today be able to further develop the media within its proposed framework of 
research.

Main focus is :The development of an approach to execute large size 4 color & Black & White 
photogravures & screens

Especially old books used in the printing industry is of invaluable help since they with the at that 
time analogue approach to printing are the base that the new digital technology developed from.

With Ebay & Amazon certain books that were only available in libraries, second hand book stores 
& privately owned have now surfaced on the internet. 

for example this book that is of great importance 



Cartwrights book Photogravure
published in 1930 with an updated
edi1on in 1939 points to relevant 
informa1on that can be transfered
and re-worked in the contemporary
se^ng of my research.



These 2 edi1ons has been gone
through thouroughly to compaire
the at that 1me  development of
the process within in a 9 year
1me span. 

Were the approach of reading 2 
books simultaneously to be able
to compaire and filter out the
difference is important for the
reasearch. 



Just by looking at 
the content
pages of the 2 
books you can
see the
difference.



Development of large size screens for the photogravure process

With the star1ng point in Cartwrights wri1ng and the previously tested courser screens the idea is also to 
develop digitaly printed screens up to the maximum size of 100 x 150 cm for B & W & Colour which will use the
billboard concept in the projec1on of the image towards the viewer.

Close up of mezzotint screens photographed through a magnifier with my Iphone
Example of 4 colour work
using these screens



Research plan photogravure
Tests done  in Part I 

with different 
pigmentpaper & screens

Research Plan Photogravure 
x Part I 
x Developing a step by step plan for a scientific approach concerning large size photogravures 

in B & W and Color. 

For the first tests we need to do the following: 
Sensitize a new badge of Indian, Phoenix & Dragon photogravure paper. Sensitising solutions 3,5% & 
4,0% 
 
Using the test image Lasse in B & W & colour we need to carry out the following tests: 
 

   
 

1. Testing out the 2 new screens 1 course and 1 medium from Precision Digital Negatives in 
black and white on Indian 3,5%. 

2. Out from the result in test 1 we will do Phoenix & Dragon paper 4,0% in black and white 
3. Based on these results we will then move into color with Indian, Phoenix & Dragon paper 

3,5% & 4,0%. 
4. If these results are successful we will move to fase 2. 

Test result Part I, 1 
1 .Dragon 4% square screen, expo 2 min screen 2,5 min image. Etch time 18 min in 43 & 41 
needs higher baumée and maybe higer  % solution 
2. Phoenix 4% square screen, expo 2 min screen 2,5 min image. Etch time 30 min needs to 
have 35 min, longer etching time In last bath.OK  good result. 
3. Indian 3,5 % course screen dig negatives, expo 2 min screen 2,5 min image etch time 33 
min. OK  good result. 
4. Indian 3,5 % medium screen dig negatives, expo 2 min screen 2,5 min image etch time 31 
min. OK perfect result. 

x Part II 
x Startup collaboration with Brynhild Seim concerning printing and adjustments of films for 

large size photogravures  
x First tests moving a section of an image into larger sizes through a step by step action. The 

starting point is a course mezzotint screen that will give longer etching times therby 
simplifying the etch of the plate. It will theoretical produce an image that will be visable 
from a larger distance ie. Re-configuring the billboard effect. 

x Startup of the collaboration with Master technician Peter Ragnasson at Intermezzo Grafik in 
Sweden for the digital development of special aquatint screens for large size photogravures. 

x Solving sensitizing, exposing, developing, drying and etching problematic concerning large 
size photogravures 

x Hands ON Work with the photogravure process 
x Recording and documenting steps during the research 

 
 



Tests done in part II;
Large size photogravures, Etching & printing a section of the image to gradually determine the maximum size

possible. 2 test plates were made image size 12 x 50 cm, 2 different stochastic screen types were used

Test 1 printed using snake screen Test 2 printed using stochas1c polymer screen medium

Plate etching Plate inked ready to print



• For this the 2nd part of the research I have visited the following Institutions

• London, St:Brides Library 2020
• Atelier-Musée Imprimerie(AMI) at Malesherbes 2021

• Musee Arts et Metiers, Paris 2021
• The Chalcographie du Louvre, Paris 2021



London, St Brides library 2020

At the heart of St Brides is an extraordinary 
archive relating to printing, publishing and 

graphic design. With over 100,000 items, the 
library is probably the largest of its kind in 

the world and is regularly open to view.

.



I visited it march 11th 2020 just before 
the Covid 19 pandemic breakout & the 

shut down of Europe. Before going there 
I had selected a # of books & catalogues 

all related to photogravure; 

Here is the list I selected & some sample 
of what I looked at.



• Selected Books from St Brides Library
• Photogravure for advanced students. Dawson, Charles Edwin. In: Inland printer, vol. 42 (1908) CLOSED ACCESS

• Sensi>zing pigment papers for photogravure. Burton, H. J. In: Penrose's pictorial annual, vol. 1 (1895) CLOSED ACCESS

• Devils in photogravure.  Wilkinson, W. T. In: Penrose's pictorial annual, vol. 11 (1905-1906) CLOSED ACCESS

• Photogravure with a screen grain. Wilmer, H. In: Penrose's pictorial annual, vol. 5 (1899) CLOSED ACCESS

• Photogravure with metzograph screen, high light processes, etc.. Wood, J. G. In: Penrose's pictorial annual, vol. 12 (1906-
1907) CLOSED ACCESS

• Colour photogravure. Thevoz, Fred. In: Penrose's annual, (1926) CLOSED ACCESS

• Photogravure reproduc>ons of oil pain>ngs by the Hanfstaengl process. Hanfstaengl, F. London,1894 Accession Number: 
10853 CLOSED ACCESS BOX AL

• Autotype photogravure pigment papers. Notes and working instruc1ons in English, Francąise, Deutsch, Espanol. Autotype
Company. London, Accession Number: 28658 CLOSED ACCESS YL4

• Colour photogravure / Cartwright, Herbert Mills. Bournemouth,1936 Accession Number: 27407 CLOSED ACCESS BOX DL

• Prin>ng photogravure in colour. Horgan, Stephen H. In: Inland printer, vol. 42, no. 3 (Dec. 1908) CLOSED ACCESS

• Guide for photogravure engraving / Greaves, Wilfred. Leeds :Photogravure Supplies Ltd.,1929m Accession Number: 26417 
CLOSED ACCESS BOX 254

• As you can see these are all books from the end of the 19th & the begining of the 20th century



Here is a beveling machine for coppereplates & different types of loupes & magnifiers



Wri1ngs by Cartwright published by the Auto type company who produced pigmentpaper for photogravure



Example of text on drying the pigment paper for photogravure



A special squegee for laydown of paper on the copperplate



Atelier-Musée Imprimerie (AMI) The Print Museum at Malesherbes 2021

To go out here is a day trip. It takes 1 ½ hrs
out to Malesherbes with the RER train 
from Gare Austerlitz in Paris. From the 
train station it is a 15 min walk to get to 
the Museum which is situated outside the 
town. The museum takes you through the 
history of printing all the way from 
Gütenberg up to the digital revolution. It is 
a must see for anyone who is interested in 
the history of the print & machines.

http://a-mi.fr/


Here you will find everything from a replica of Gütenbergs press to beautiful machines for typograhy, 
rotogravure cylinders & much much more



Paris Musee Arts et Me1ers 2021
Was not in the plan but during a rainy day in Paris I visited 
there for a couple of hrs & discovered that they actually had 
the cradle of the French development of photomechanical 
process there. 



Trois Plaques pour l´impression en taille-douce
Obtenue par galvonoplas1c systeme Boquillon, vers 
1850

Three plates for gravure prin1ng using electropla1ng,
Bouquillon system, circa 1850



Different photogravure processes



Different photogravure processes



Paris, the Chalcographie du Louvre 2021

Since 1797, the Chalcographie du Louvre (The Intaglio print shop) has conserved and printed from a collecLon of around 15000 
thousand engraved copperplates, among other things the 900 plates of the DescripLon of Egypt, The collecLon of plates conLnues 
to grow to this day, thanks to purchases and commissions from contemporary arLsts for the prinLng of contemporary original 
etchings. 

To produce a result idenLcal to the engraver's intenLons, the workshop conducts in-depth research into intaglio inks. Special 
aQenLon is paid to the color result, and different types of black are oSen mixed together according to their tone - cool or warm - to 
produce subtle prints.



My visit here was focused on a discussion around the photogravure /heliogravure media how it is named and 
perceived in different foras of discussion as in books, on the internet & in the realm of printmaking. As well as an 
in depth conversation on papers, inks, felts, oils, varnishes & wiping materials and printing of plates. 

I will finish with a video from the Louvre Intaglio workshop which is a short sum up of the discussion that went on 
at my visit there.



Special thanks to: 
The Print & Curator team at Chalcographie du Louvre for their

hospitality & generosity in sharing their knowledge & expertise

Bjørg Taranger for video filming & editing

Cathrine Liberg for the use of recorded photogravure club sessions



Thank you






